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Turkish Delight (Lokum) About

A Bite! New Mood!

One of the oldest sweets in the world, going back almost 500 years, the Turkish Delight (lokum in Turkish) recipe has remained almost unchanged since the day of its inception. Turkish Delight in Turkish is called Lokum word comes from the Arabic phrase rahat ul hulkum meaning comfortable morsel or rest and soothing for the throat.

According to legend, the first Turkish delight recipe was actually created when an Ottoman Sultan ordered his confectioner to create a unique sweet. It was through this summon that the Turkish Delight was born and quickly became a fashionable gift, wrapped in special lace handkerchiefs.

With Sultans and daily feasts as a thing of the past, nowadays, Turkish Delight is kept hidden somewhere in the kitchen, ready to be served with a cup of coffee to the most valued of guest, as a delightful sign of welcome.

Lokum was introduced to Europe via an unidentified English voyager who simply labelled them on boxes with the words Turkish Delight.
Pasha Turkish Delight With Pistachio

Pasha Turkish Delight With Hazelnut
Double Roasted Turkish Delight With Pistachio
Turkish Delight With Pistachio & Pomegranate

Double Roasted Turkish Delight with Pistachio Covered Powdered Sugar
Turkish Delight with Pistachio covered Rose leaves
Sultan Turkish Delight With Creamy

Turkish Delight with Fig
Turkish Delight with Orange & Hazelnut

Turkish Delight with Pistachio & Milky
Turkish Delight With Pistachio & Honey

Pomegranate Turkish Delight Bar with Pistachio
Turkish Delight Bar with Pistachio

Sesame Coated Walnut Roll
Coconat Coated Walnut Roll

Coconat Coated Peanut Turkish Delight
Turkish Delight With Rose

Mini Turkish Delight (Mixed Fruits)
Princes Turkish Delight

Turkish Delight with Fruit
Turkish Delight With Dark Chocolate

Cocoa with Hazelnut Pasha
Turkish Delight Plain

Turkish Delight with Mint
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